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Committed to our 
customers in healthcare delivery.
Healthcare professionals are to be lauded for their dedicated and selfless 
handling of the pandemic to date.
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The 5th of March 2021 was the anniversary of the first 
confirmed case of COVID-19 in South Africa. One year on 
and clicking through the DSTV news channels highlights 
that both international and local news is dominated 
by the efficacy, procurement, and logistics surrounding 
the vaccination rollout. It has been quite a year with 
profound economic, social and health implications. We 
know a lot more now about the disease and how to 
manage our lives and business around the disease. The 
rollout of the vaccine is extremely encouraging and is 
proving a much-needed beacon of hope. The healthcare 
professionals are to be lauded for their dedicated and 
selfless handling of the pandemic to date. It is a privilege 
to provide services to this industry.

Altron HealthTech has had an extremely busy start to 
2021. Elixir Live, our cloud-based solution has been going 
through continuous updates in the past year and we 
hope to keep on ensuring that it delivers to our customer 
expectations for simplified practice management. As 
a cloud-based solution, Elixir-Live helped most of our 
customers to be able to seamlessly continue practice 
administration during the different lockdown stages. 

On the bright side of a unstable economy and uncertain 
times, I am pleased to inform you that, thanks to a serious 
cost-containment focus, our practice management 
software fees increased by only 4.1%  as of 1 March 2021. 
Our credit card machine fees will again not be increased 
this year. Our switching fees saw a nominal increase and 
we will continue to strive to ensure that we help your 
business continue to thrive.

We urge you to  contact us by 31st  March 2021 should 
you want to discuss pricing applicable to your business. 
Should we not hear from you by this date, we will accept 
that you agree to this offer. However, if you do not wish 

to renew your contract, please notify us via email at 
HealthTech.Admin@altron.com.

Our staff continues to operate remotely, and we have 
successfully settled into this way of work while continuing 
to develop solutions and services for our customers. Our 
latest product to have been launched is a cash advance 
product designed for healthcare practices developed 
in collaboration with Merchant Capital. The product 
is called MediAdvance. The solution is unique since 
the repayment of the cash advance is linked to actual 
practice revenue. This means that in lean months, the 
repayment is reduced in step with the drop in revenue. 
Given the uncertainty caused by the pandemic, the 
practices that have availed themselves of this facility 
are enjoying the benefit of the flexibility of the solution. 
Should this be of interest, please contact your Account 
Manager or call or email our Contact Centre.

In this edition of the quarterly Altron HealthTech newsletter, 
we provide more detail about our MediAdvance solution, 
and our guest writer provides thought-provoking 
commentary on the COVID vaccination rollout and the 
role of GPs in NHI.

Themba Malinga, one of our Account Managers, 
provides in-depth information about outsourcing your 
medical billing, and we provide detail of our online claim 
switching product, SwitchOn. Finally, our legal guru, Dirk 
Hamman provides advice on what to be aware of when 
entering long-term contracts and what protection is 
covered by the consumer protection act.

Thank you once again for you continued support. 

Enjoy, stay safe and till next time,

Andrew

“COMMITTED TO OUR CUSTOMERS 
IN HEALTHCARE DELIVERY”

ANDREW BROWN, OPERATIONS EXECUTIVE



CONTACT US TODAY TO APPLY
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GET SEAMLESS ACCESS TO FUNDING 
Altron HealthTech have joined forces with Merchant Capital to bring you MediAdvance:  
A bespoke financing solution, reserved for healthcare professionals. We believe that business 
finance should be seamless and supportive, so our goal is to support your practice with 
sustainable, growth-enhancing financing solutions. Empowering you, the business owner  
to think big, execute on demand. Ultimately freeing you up to do what you do best;  
care for your patients.  

THE CONVENIENT CASH ADVANCE 
EXCLUSIVE TO MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS
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THE CONVENIENT CASH ADVANCE 
EXCLUSIVE TO MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS

You can now boost your practice’s capital with MediAdvance

THE CONVENIENT CASH ADVANCE EXCLUSIVE TO MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS  

Altron HealthTech joined forces with Merchant Capital to bring you MediAdvance: A bespoke financing solution, 

reserved for healthcare professionals.

MediAdvance provides a hassle-free cash injection which provides you the freedom to upgrade your technology, 

enhance your practice, increase your staff compliment or manage loss of revenue. The solution is seamless and 

supportive with the aim to empower you, the business owner to think big and execute on demand. Ultimately 

freeing you up to do what you do best; care for your patients.

Say goodbye to banking queues, fees and complicated loan repayments; and say hello to a thriving practice. 

When you practice less, you pay back less and when you practice more, you pay back faster. Simple, quick and 

customised to your needs.

Apply for your cash advance today.
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BENEFITS OF THE MEDIADVANCE: HOW TO APPLY:

Flexible funding in under  
24 hours after Merchant Capital 
has processed and approved 
your application.

Fixed cost of capital.

Digital application that can  
be done in your own time.

We don’t prescribe  
how you use the funds.

MediAdvance repayments are 
based on a set percentage of 
your revenue in future months. 
Giving you the flexibility you 
need as repayments are lower 
when turnover is lower and will 
increase as turnover increases.

Have at least six month’s 
medical practice history .

Be an Altron HealthTech 
customer and submit your 
medical aid claims through 
Altron HealthTech .

Have minimum turnover  
of R30 000 per month .

Have an active BHF and  
HPCSA practice number.
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CONTACT US TODAY TO APPLY
010 449 1000  I  HealthTech.Sales@altron.com  I  www.altronhealthtech.com
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MEET OUR NEW 
HEAD OF CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE, 
JOHAN FOURIE

Tell us about yourself. Your previous experience in 

Customer Relations/Experience and how you came 

to join the Altron HealthTech team.

I have been working in Customer Relations for 16 

years, of which 10 has been within the Altron Group. 

I started as a Customer Service consultant at a 

Contact Centre. From there onwards I was  drawn 

to roles within customer  care. Prior to joining Altron 

HealthTech I was managing a team of Account 

Managers who provided onsite consulting and 

support at  Altron FinTech. 

Ensuring that customers have a positive experience 

can be challenging. How do you plan to enhance the 

Altron HealthTech customer experience?

My plan is to have the concept of a great customer 

experience entrenched within Altron HealthTech’s 

staff members. As a team we will be focussing on 

enhancing our internal processes so that customers 

obtain the highest level of support in the shortest 

amount of time. We will be engaging with our 

customers and utilising the feedback we receive from 

our customers to improve our services and product 

offerings. We will also be streamlining our customer 

experience journey to ensure that a customer has the 

best possible experience from signup to deployment 

of products and services within their companies, and 

that Altron HealthTech continues to support them 

throughout this journey. 

What do you think will be the long-term effects of 

the pandemic on the healthcare industry and the 

way healthcare professionals approach service 

delivery?

The pandemic has already changed patient 

engagement. Telemedicine has already shown that 

it is possible for doctors to consult remotely, repeat 

prescriptions can be issued digitally and medicine 

can also be delivered to patients via courier services. 

The adoption of these remote methods is currently 

due to safety reasons, however there is also a factor 

of convenience for patients in this method, which we 

can possibly see carrying on post Covid-19. 

Where do you see the Customer Experience 

department in 5 years?

I see Customer Experience as becoming more 

of a consultative support role, as opposed to a 

traditional support role. We will be adopting different 

technologies to connect with our customers, which 

includes social media platforms like WhatsApp, as 

well as online support tools such as AI Chatbots and 

on demand support channels for our customers. 

What do you do outside of work to relax and stay 

motivated?

I am a very big foodie, and you will most likely find me 

in a restaurant or food market over a weekend. I also 

enjoy a good movie or book and enjoy spending time 

with family and friends around a braai. Life in general 

motivates me – being the eternal optimist I believe 

that a positive attitude attracts positive results. 

JOHAN FOURIE
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OUR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES: 

SwitchOn
Our current range of products and Services that are available to you our valued clients, whether integrated into 

your practice management software or online via WEBDesk.

MediSwitch’s SwitchOn gives you immediate online 

responses to every claim submitted, including 

instant member checks against information made 

available from our destinations. 

The eRAs function keeps track of paid claims and 

simplifies your reconciliation processes with limited 

manual intervention. SwitchOn users also enjoy the 

benefit of receiving auto-reconcilable remittances 

to reduce allocation errors and administrative 

workloads.

Validate your patient’s scheme membership 

information to ensure that you have the correct 

patient name, date of birth, dependant codes, and 

more. You receive one free MSV for every claim 

submitted. For example, if you submit five claims, 

you’re entitled to five free MSVs.

SwitchOn users can easily reverse claims for 

whatever reason.

Reduce potential bad debts by checking the benefit 

availability (Discovery only) of the patient’s medical 

aid funds before administering treatment. 

Benefit checking enables you to submit a quote 

claim to the scheme administrators (Discovery, 

MedScheme and Momentum) and receive 

verification of how much will be paid by the medical 

aid on behalf of the patient. 

Real-time claiming

Electronic Remittance Advices (eRAs)

Member Status Validation (MSV)

Benefit Checks

Claim reversals



OUTSOURCING YOUR MEDICAL BILLING WILL IMPROVE 
YOUR MEDICAL PRACTICE AND BUSINESS GROWTH7

If a practice relies on staff to spend more time verifying 

patient information/medical aid details, it may have a 

ripple effect on the time needed to ensure that claims 

are sent out timeously and effectively worked on for full 

remuneration of services rendered.

Instead, it’s easier and more efficient to implement tools 

in the practice that allow staff members to rapidly verify 

medical aid information. The medical billing company 

focuses on your billing and revenue cycle management 

on your behalf. 

Mistakes are possible even in the most professional 

of environments. It’s not an indictment on your staff to 

suggest there could be a better approach to handling 

a rise of mistakes in billing or putting in codes for 

diagnosis and treatment. By outsourcing billing, you 

can minimise the risk of billing mistakes. 

Medical billing businesses such as MedeServe spend 

all of their time working with ICD 10 and tariff codes. 

Their staff is highly experienced in this regard and will 

commit far fewer claim rejections.

By Themba Malinga  I  Article reference: Advance Data Systems Corp.
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REASONS WHY

REAL-TIME 
BENEFIT CHECKS1 LOWER THE RISK OF 

CLAIM REJECTIONS2

It turns out that outsourcing medical billing can be extremely beneficial for medical practice. However, it may not 

be for all depending on the outcome of a “needs assessment.” Altron HealthTech has worked with medical practices 

big and small to help them deliver the best healthcare services for several years. Over time, we have seen practices 

be successful both with in-house billing and outsourced billing solutions. 

We are committed to our customers in healthcare delivery and in this issue, we share some of the reasons why 

every medical practice should consider outsourced billing to help them determine if it’s the suitable solution for the 

business. 



A key predictor of a practice’s long-term success 

is based on the experience they receive from their 

healthcare provider.

Since practice staff is no longer concerned with the 

details of billing statements, they are free to engage 

with patients with less urgency to move them along, 

making the patient experience more relaxed.

It can be quite a burden to stay on top of governmental 

regulations in healthcare. And if you fall out of 

compliance, the problems can be severe, such as 

investigations by the HPCSA and Council of Medical 

Schemes.

It takes a lot of effort to work as a full-time compliance 

officer, after all. If the practice staff is doing double-

duty, such as making appointments for patients one 

moment and documenting compliance issues the next, 

staff will likely be spread too thin to do a good job at 

either task.

The process your practice uses to print out and mail 

medical bills and then to stay on top of payments takes 

a lot of time and effort. Giving this work to the medical 

billing company will cut down the costs and time. 

Spending less money on overseeing payments from the 

time of service to finally getting compensated means 

you can devote more resources to other, higher priority 

items, such as patient experience.

Patients sometimes lag in paying their bills, which leads 

to more staff overhead just to get the compensation 

your organisation deserves. One great option when 

using outsourced medical billing is that the company 

can issue payment reminders to patients. 

The amount of time and attention practice staff must 

devote to routine administrative duties is immense. 

From training to refresher courses on the latest billing 

codes to preparing submission paperwork, there’s a 

lot of basic clerical activity that can be easily handled 

by a medical billing business for you. Eliminating some 

administrative tasks in the revenue cycle management 

is beneficial to the practice staff.
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COMPLIANCE WITH 
REGULATIONS4

LOWER COSTS OF ENSURING 
NORMAL BILLING ACTIVITY5

FASTER CLAIMS PROCESSING 
AND COLLECTIONS 6

LESS ADMINISTRATIVE 
REQUIREMENTS7

IMPROVE PATIENT 
EXPERIENCE3

If you are considering outsourcing your medical billing processes, why not contact us at  
HealthTech.Sales@altron.com. Our MedeServe division is staffed with a highly efficient team dedicated to meet 
your practice administrative needs.

 Do I outsource 
my medical billing 
and revenue cycle 

management, or do 
I perform everything 

in-house?

”

“
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Caveat Emptor – “let the buyer beware”.
This phrase is most often used in sale agreements, where it is vitally important for the buyer of a product to 

make himself familiar with not only the product itself but the contractual terms of sale. This principle is however 

equally applicable to persons and legal entities to whom services are provided.

We have noticed that some of our clients have signed agreements with certain service providers in which a 

penalty is payable if the contract is cancelled without having completed the minimum period of the contract 

(for instance 2 years). We are then asked if and how they can escape the contract, without having to pay the 

cancellation penalty which in some instances may be substantial or excessive. We have obtained legal advice 

on this matter from our attorneys, which can be summarised as follows:

The point of departure is whether or not the Consumer Protection Act (68 of 2008 as amended) (“the CPA”) 

applies to your practice.

In terms of s. 5(2)(b) of the CPA:      

The CPA does not apply to any transaction —

   in terms of which the consumer is a juristic person whose asset value or annual turnover, at the time of the 

transaction (which is defined as the supply of goods and services in exchange for consideration, therefore 

such a service agreement would qualify as a “transaction”), equals or exceeds the threshold value determined 

by the Minister in terms of section 6.

 The threshold value was determined as R2 million per annum or in asset value.

 So, unless your practice earns less than that amount per year or earns more but has a lower asset value, or is a 

one-person practice (a sole proprietorship, i.e. not a juristic person), the CPA would not apply to it, including the 

CANCELLATION PENALTIES 
AND THE CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT
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provisions dealing with unfair contractual terms such as excessive penalties (but see below) and there would 

unfortunately be nothing your practice can do about it. You will not be able to exit the agreement on this basis.

If the CPA does apply to the transaction, as the threshold is not met, there are a number of provisions in the CPA 

which are problematic for a service provider with whom you have concluded such a contract:

 •  Section 14 deals with the expiry and renewal of fixed term agreements, including excessive penalties. 

The term must not exceed the maximum term as prescribed (currently 2 years). You may cancel the agreement 

on expiry of the fixed term without penalty or charge, or at any other time by giving the service provider written 

notice of 20 business days, but the service provider may then impose a reasonable cancellation penalty, taking 

the balance of the period until expiry into account. These provisions apply, irrespective of what the contract 

says. Note however that this section does not apply to juristic persons, regardless of annual turnover or asset 

value, so anyone other than a sole proprietor practitioner would not benefit from the protections in this section, 

even if the practice’s turnover or asset value is below the threshold. If it does apply, the agreement may then be 

cancelled at any time by the consumer (your practice) and the maximum term does not have to be waited out, 

but the other party (the service provider) may then still impose a reasonable cancellation penalty;

 •  Section 40 – unconscionable conduct on the part of the service provider;

 •  Section 48 – unfair, unreasonable or unjust contractual terms; and

 •  Section 51(1)(b) – prohibited transactions, terms and conditions.

If one or more of the above sections apply, the consumer (practice) can cancel the agreement without having 

to incur more than a reasonable penalty which the parties must agree on and if agreement cannot be reached, 

which can be determined by the Consumer Tribunal or a Court. This may well be less than that contained in the 

service provider’s terms. You may also refer the matter to the Consumer Tribunal in terms of section 69 of the 

CPA or lay a complaint against the service provider with the Consumer Commission.

The first step is therefore to determine if your practice falls within the thresholds for the CPA to apply. As 

stated, the above mentioned protections afforded to your practice only apply if the CPA applies to the service 

agreement. If you are above the thresholds, you can unfortunately not rely on these provisions to exit the 

agreement or to reduce the cancellation penalty. You will have to negotiate more favourable terms with the 

service provider, before the contract is signed or (when you are in a much weaker position) afterwards, in which 

event the service provider may simply refuse to accommodate you.    

Caveat emptor (or read the fine print)!

Disclaimer: Altron TMT (Pty) Ltd, acting through its Altron HealthTech division (“AHT”), will not be responsible or 

liable for any claim, action, loss, expense or damages arising as a result of action taken or not taken or relied 

upon by any reader of this article or the persons for whom it is intended which is undertaken at such person’s 

sole risk. This article does not constitute legal advice by AHT. You are encouraged to obtain your own legal 

advice in the event that you wish to take action of any kind.   
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COVID WILL CONTINUE…
AND SO WILL THE NHI DEBATE!

Will the National Health Insurance (NHI) Bill, still 

awaiting the nod from Parliament, be passed this 

year? 

Will the Health Market Inquiry recommendations 

experience a new lease on life?

And is there any chance that the medical schemes 

and providers will “bury the hatchet” in the interest of 

reform? So many questions, all very much top of mind 

before 5 March 2020 and the subsequent healthcare 

tsunami.

Had the answers to some of these many questions 

been realised prior to the COVID-19 pandemic begs 

the overriding question: would South Africa have 

coped better? The answers for many would probably 

be as unpredictable as the pandemic itself, but for 

others maybe a cautious “yes”.

Reform is probably the key word in this regard – 

something the country’s healthcare pundits have 

been grappling with for decades now. Underlying 

objective across the board which everybody 

believes should happen has been universal 

healthcare coverage. And one of the key elements 

of UHC, particularly in a country like South Africa 

with its public private dichotomy, has to be pooled 

resources. While it was thought that the lessons 

learned from the COVID experience would go some 

way to providing direction in this regard, unfortunate 

examples such as the earlier PPE debacle and the 

current vaccine rollout conundrum has shown that 

this is still a long way off.

On the latter point: when the health minister and his 

team of experts presented the vaccination rollout 

programme on that Sunday evening webinar back 

in mid-January, no mention whatsoever was made 

of general practitioners. Not unexpectedly this 

provoked a “what about us” cry from the prominent 

GP groups who made it quite clear that not only were 

their members frontline health care workers (HCW) 

but that their practices were also “ready-made” 

vaccination centres.

Through their own endeavours, the GPs as a 

collective have since assured member registration 

on the government’s Electronic Vaccination Data 

System and prompted the Minister of Health, Dr Zweli 

Mkhize, to formally announce some four weeks after 

the rollout programme webinar that GP practices 

will become vaccination centres “with the wider 

availability of more vaccines by the end of March”.

He actually made this announcement when 

addressing Gauteng General Practitioner Forum 

members on their virtual conference webinar, 

stressing that this was very much a pooled resources 

exercise “in advancing the ideals of universal health 

coverage”. He then went on to explain the “critical 

role” GPs as primary care practitioners would play 

in the UHC engine room, namely NHI: “Important to 

also realise that for the NHI system,” said Mkhize, “the 
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Guest Writer
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GPs become the anchors. I believe it is important, 

therefore, that as government, we have a very close 

working relationship with GPs and make sure that 

on our programme there is always a good dialogue 

and understanding what our plans are as we move 

forward.”

Not out of the picture by any means in recent 

times have been the medical schemes. Firstly, it 

was the Interim Report on the Section 59 Inquiry 

into allegations of racial discrimination by medical 

schemes against Black healthcare providers, 

released at the beginning of the year.

Serious questions raised in the report, said the SA 

Medical Association, required urgent, honest, and 

appropriate action by the medical schemes, and the 

authorities which govern them. 

As far as former Council for Medical Schemes 

(CMS) registrar, Patrick Masobe, was concerned, 

healthcare providers being accused of fraud, waste 

and abuse (FWA) by medical schemes was “nothing 

but a relic of obsolete claims adjudication systems”  

Quoted as saying that the systems medical scheme 

administrators use should put members first at all 

times - “and cannot be at the expense of healthcare 

practitioners who have already provided their 

services” - he added that the industry needed to 

ensure that that the claims management systems 

used are geared towards supporting doctors and 

other health practitioners.

And secondly, in terms of scheme governance, 

the CMS Annual Report once again sparked 

some interesting debate with comments such 

as “bureaucracy appeared to be preferred over 

discretion” and more pointedly “a disappointingly 

slow and unwieldy ability or willingness to pursue 

regulatory reform”.

In his review of the report, well-known actuary 

Christoff Raath argued that so much work had 

been done, for example, by researchers, actuaries, 

the council itself, the Low Income Medical Schemes 

(LIMS) task team back in 2006, and on the LCBO 

proposals in 2015 and again in 2019: “The proposals 

are there, but when push comes to shove and it 

comes to implementation, there is this very strange 

lethargy.” 

He acknowledged, however, that the industry was 

not unsound or teetering on the edge of catastrophe 

but that the vast majority of pointers reviewed 

pointed in the wrong direction. Many of these, he 

added, had solutions that could be compensated 

from a regulatory perspective to address them.

So what’s left for 2021? Some thoughts 
from a sector sage:

Still with the medical schemes: CMS will start 

to put pressure on the schemes in line with HMI 

recommendations, and as predicted earlier in the 

year, schemes will lose members.

The HMI recommendations, particularly in the light 

of COVID shortcomings, will be brought to the fore 

again with, no doubt, robust debate.

On NHI, the debate will resume in Parliament with, as 

one commentator put it “lots of mis-/disinformation”. 

Hopefully some progress but the Bill is unlikely to 

be passed in 2021. There will, of course, have to be 

serious discussion between Health and Treasury 

about money and NHI roll-out options.

Digital systems and connectivity for health, which 

received a boost largely out of COVID regulatory 

necessity, will continue to receive a lot of attention in 

2021, as will the corruption clamp-down.

But will we see more arrests….?
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ATTEND OUR VIRTUAL TRAINING WORKSHOPS

March ‘21  
Teams Training

April ‘21 
Teams Training

May ‘21 
Teams Training

June ‘21   
Teams Training

16-Mar 15-Apr 12-May 07-June

Our comprehensive training programmes help your practice staff use our products optimally. 

Training is offered virtually at reasonable cost.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST COURSE
Your medical receptionist is generally the first person that your patients will encounter at your practice. This course 

can enable your receptionist to be the best possible representation of your business.

In addition to greeting patients, a medical receptionist performs tasks that contribute to the smooth running 

of your medical practice. Because this role is such a crucial function, we understand how critical this role is to 

your business operations. That’s why we have developed a training course specifically to empower and enable 

medical receptionists. Book your virtual training for only R2000 (incl. VAT).

Full name and surname of attendee/s:

Telephone:

Cell:

Email Address:

BOOK NOW – IT’S EASY:

WHO WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT

 I am responsible

 My Company / Business / Medical Practice will be responsible

SELECT A DATE: 
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CLAIMS MANAGEMENT WORKSHOPS

March ‘21  
Teams Training

April ‘21  
Teams Training

May ‘21   
Teams Training

24-Mar 07-Apr 04-May

22-Apr 18-May

June ‘21  
Teams Training

July ‘21  
Teams Training

02-June 02-July

17-June

DEVELOP YOUR SKILLS
To run a successful medical practice in today’s fast-paced business environment, you need claim procedures 

that are fast, effective, and accurate.

Effective 1 May 2020, we charge R350.00 (VAT incl.) per person for our virtual Claims Management workshops. 

This is to enable us to continue the delivery of training to the highest standard that adds value to your practice.

Contact us on 010 449 1000 to book a workshop in your area or simply fill in the form below and email it to  

HealthTech.Training@altron.com

Full name and surname of attendee/s:

Telephone:

Cell:

Email Address:

BOOK NOW – IT’S EASY:

WHO WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT

 I am responsible

 My Company / Business / Medical Practice will be responsible

SELECT A DATE: 
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Below are the latest activation and destination codes.

PLEASE NOTE: 
• The media used by Altron HealthTech to submit your claims to the destinations are Real-time,  

 EDI (electronic) or printed statements.

An asterisk (*) in front of a code indicates a change to an existing destination or a new destination on the list.

DESTINATION UPDATES

ACTIVATION CODE ROUTING ID SCHEME NAME LEGAL NAME

027 SHAE0000 AECI MEDICAL AID SOCIETY MEDSCHEME

036 DIAV0000 ANGLOVAAL GROUP MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

043 MSBR0000 BARLOWORLD MEDICAL SCHEME Medscheme

050 MSBS0000 BONITAS MEDICAL FUND Medscheme

052 CMPL0000 CAPE MEDICAL PLAN Cape Medical Plan

066 DBDB0000 DE BEERS BENEFIT SOCIETY De Beers Benefit Society

116 DIME0000 SISONKE MEDICAL SCHEME Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

125 DHEA0000 DISCOVERY HEALTH MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

129 SSCC0000 COMPCARE MEDICAL SCHEME Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

142 NASE0000 OPMED Opmed (NIA)

143 MSPA0000 PARMED MEDICAL AID FUND Medscheme

154 PFPO0000 PROFMED PPS Healthcare Administrators (PPSHA)

160 OPLA0001 FEDHEALTH MEDICAL SCHEME Medscheme

176 MSAG0000 SABC MEDICAL AID SCHEME Medscheme

178 SZWE0000 SIZWE MEDICAL FUND 3Sixty Health

180 DCME0003 MB MED Medscheme

201 MKWC0000 WITBANK COALFIELDS MEDICAL AID SCHEME Witbank Coal Medical Aid Society

206 MSAS0000 NAMIBIA HEALTH PLAN Medscheme Namibia

228 TIGE0000 TIGER BRANDS MEDICAL SCHEME Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

256 MGFM0001 MEDIHELP Medihelp

259 STGR0000 GRINTEK ELECTRONICS MEDICAL AID SCHEME Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

265 MSDI0000 MEDIMED MEDICAL SCHEME Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

266 MSAP0001 PLATINUM HEALTH Platinum Health

561 CARE0006 CARECROSS Carecross

581 TEMS0001 RHODES UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHEME (RU MED) Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

593 INPE0000 BUILDING INDUSTRIES P.E. Industrial Council P.E.

595 BSBO0000 BOMAID BOMaid Medical Aid

597 IDHA0000 HAIRDRESSING SICK BENEFIT FUND CAPE TOWN Hairdressing Sick Benefit Fund

600 MSAU0000 NAMIBIA IND MEDICAL AID Medscheme Namibia

607 RAWB0000 RAND WATER MEDICAL SCHEME Rand Water Board

608 REMT0000 RETAIL MEAT TRADE Retail Meat Trade
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ACTIVATION CODE ROUTING ID SCHEME NAME LEGAL NAME

611 SAMW0001 SAMWUMED SAMWUMED

614 SPSB0000 SPES BONA Spes Bona

642 PCUR0001 PRIME CURE Prime Cure

704 CIOD0001 COMPSOL (IOD CLAIMS) IOD Claims: Compsol

818 RMAS0001 RAND MUTUAL ASSURANCE Rand Mutual Assurance

822 MHEA0007 MOMENTUM MEDICAL SCHEME Momentum Health Solutions

875 GEMS0001 GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES MEDICAL SCHEME 
(GEMS EMERALD OPTION) Metropolitan Health Group

920 UHMS0001 UMVUZO HEALTH MEDICAL SCHEME Umvuzo Health Medical Scheme

944 TSGM0001 TSOGO SUN GROUP MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

925 GEOP0001 GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES MEDICAL SCHEME 
(GEMS ONYX OPTION) Metropolitan Health Group

926 GROP0001 GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES MEDICAL SCHEME 
(GEMS RUBY OPTION) Metropolitan Health Group

072 DEAC0000 SUREMED HEALTH Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

525 LHEA0001 LA HEALTH Discovery Health Administrators

162 QMAS0002 QUANTUM MEDICAL AID SOCIETY Discovery Health Administrators

946 RMSC0001 RETAIL MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

286 WYMO0001 WCMAS: YEBO MED OPTION Witbank Coal Medical Aid Society

290 ABRO0001 AFA BROADREACH Medscheme

304 ACOR0001 AFA CORPORATE Medscheme

289 EMCC0008 EMERGING MARKET HEALTHCARE Emerging Market Healthcare

237 MHAF0001 MOMENTUM HEALTH AFRICA Momentum: HDS Medical Management

197 MSAV0000 UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU NATAL MEDICAL 
SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

362 MMSC0001 MMED OPTION OF THE NASPERS MEDICAL FUND Discovery Health Administrators

518 GMSC0001 GENESIS MEDICAL SCHEME Genesis Medical Aid

099 MSLI0000 LIBCARE MEDICAL SCHEME Liberty Health Administrators

945 LMSC0001 LONMIN MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

432 PCAR0001 PPN CARECROSS Carecross

457 PMED0018 PPN MEDIMED Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

257 RHMF0001 RENAISSANCE HEALTH MEDICAL AID FUND Prosperity Health Namibia

918 BGOP0001 GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES MEDICAL SCHEME 
(GEMS BERYL OPTION) Metropolitan Health Group

940 MHCA0001 MOTO HEALTHCARE Momentum Health Solutions

417 PAEC0001 PPN AECI Medscheme

028 YARO0001 YARONA SAPS

917 SGOP0001 GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES MEDICAL SCHEME 
(GEMS TANZANITE ONE) Metropolitan Health Group

008 LBLU0001 LIBERTY BLUE MEDICAL SCHEME Liberty Health Administrators

406 DRCC0001 DENTAL RISK COMPANY DRC Dental Risk Company
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ACTIVATION CODE ROUTING ID SCHEME NAME LEGAL NAME

161 MSRM0000 REMEDI MEDICAL AID SCHEME DISCOVERY HEALTH ADMINISTRATORS

431 UHEA0001 UNIVERSAL WORKPLACE HEALTH PLAN Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

444 HMSC0001 HORIZON MEDICAL SCHEME Medscheme

381 GSWA0001 UNITED GENERAL INSURANCE (SWAZILAND) GETMED Swaziland

111 MSMS0000 MEDSHIELD MEDICAL SCHEME Medshield Administrators

292 MINT0001 MSO INTERNATIONAL MSO

733 BCIM0001 BCIMA (BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUS-
TRY MEDICAL AID FUND) Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

510 MUNI0000 KEYHEALTH PPS Healthcare Administrators (PPSHA)

470 FURN0001 FURNMED Eminent Wealth Consult Pty Ltd

624 NSBS0001 NUFAWSA SICK BENEFIT SOCIETY Eminent Wealth Consult Pty Ltd

016 OMNE0000 NEDGROUP MEDICAL AID SCHEME Medscheme

083 BKAL0000 FOSCHINI GROUP MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

439 IMPL0001 IMPALA MEDICAL PLAN Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

363 GARR0000 GOLDEN ARROW EMPLOYEES MEDICAL BENEFIT 
FUND Momentum Health Solutions

779 FISH0001 FISHING INDUSTRY MEDICAL SCHEME (FISHMED) Momentum Health Solutions

146 NMPS0000 PG GROUP MEDICAL SCHEME Momentum Health Solutions

376 DEAO0000 PICK N PAY MEDICAL SCHEME Momentum Health Solutions

202 DIWO0000 WOOLTRU HEALTHCARE FUND Momentum Health Solutions

194 TRTR0000 TRANSMED MEDICAL FUND Momentum Health Solutions

845 WCMO0001 WITBANK COALFIELDS MIDMAS OPTION Witbank Coal Medical Aid Society

855 WCNO0001 WITBANK COALFIELDS NTSIKA OPTION Witbank Coal Medical Aid Society

364 OMIM0000 IMPERIAL MOTUS MED Momentum Health Solutions

877 BHSB0001 BOMAID HIV SPECIAL BENEFIT FUND BOMaid Medical Aid

998 WESM0001 WESMART MEDICAL SCHEME Pan African Managed Care (Pty) Ltd

179 MSBI0000 SA BREWERIES MEDICAL AID SOCIETY Discovery Health Administrators

221 ICOP0003 IMPILO CARE OPTION Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

468 OPMI0001 ONEPLAN MEDICAL INSURANCE Oneplan Medical Insurance

255 MODD0001 MALCOR OPTION D Enablemed

022 SMSC0003 SEDMED MEDICAL SCHEME SEDMED Medical Scheme

215 AMAS0002 AECI MEDICAL AID SOCIETY VALUE OPTION Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

226 DOME0001 DOMESTICARE Carecross

233 UHSA0001 UMVUZO HEALTH STANDARD AND ULTRA OPTION Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

247 MHPL0002 MAMOTH HEALTH PLAN Mamoth Employee Benefits (Pty) Ltd

229 TSPN0001 TRANSMED STATE PLUS NETWORK OPTION Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

045 BEBE0000 BESTMED MEDICAL SCHEME Bestmed
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ACTIVATION CODE ROUTING ID SCHEME NAME LEGAL NAME

276 AHEA0001 AFFINITY HEALTH PAN AFRICAN MANAGED CARE (PTY) LTD

224 MSAM0002 ALLIANCE MIDMED MEDICAL SCHEME Private Health Administrators (Pty) Ltd

302 MCAP0002 MAKOTI COMPREHENSIVE AND PRIMARY Enablemed

454 CFIO0001 COMPENSATION FUND (IOD) Compensation Fund (IOD)

460 EMED0005 1 DOCTOR HEALTH 1 Doctor Health

472 HEAL0002 HEALTH4ME Momentum Health Solutions

037 NPAM0000 ANGLO MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

038 MSSS0000 MASSMART HEALTH PLAN Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

048 MSBW0000 BMW EMPLOYEES MEDICAL AID SOCIETY Discovery Health Administrators

483 DSGM0004 DEEP SOUTH GOLD MINE Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

484 AUHE0001 UNITY HEALTH Ambledown Financial services (Pty) LTD

516 EMED0006 ESSENTIAL MED Essential Med

104 NMMD0000 MALCOR MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

010 NWFH0001 NBCRFLI WELLNESS FUND HEALTH PLAN Pan African Managed Care (Pty) Ltd

474 PROT0001 PROTEKTA Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

645 RFMC0001 REGULAR FORCE MEDICAL CONTINUATION FUND 
(RFMCF) PPS Healthcare Administrators (PPSHA)

188 GFHS0001 SIBANYE GOLD Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

684 HHMA0001 HERITAGE HEALTH MEDICAL AID FUND Janus Investments (Pty) Ltd

690 EGMI0001 EVANDER GOLD MINE Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

504 GETS0001 GETSAVVI Blackbird Group (Pty) Ltd

754 MEDS0003 MEDSTART MEDICAL SCHEME MedStart

771 AMIN0002 ASTERIO MEDICAL INSURANCE Asterio Medical Insurance

778 TRUC0001 TRUCARE Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

219 MHPO0001 POLMED Medscheme

042 BKAC0000 BANKMED MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

419 PPOL0001 PPN POLMED Medscheme

118 SWEL0001 SAPS WELLNESS Metropolitan Health Group

780 RHSC0001 ROSHMED HOSPITAL SCHEME Riskaid (Digidata)

181 XTRA0001 GLENCORE MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

390 AAME0002 ANGLOGOLD  ASHANTI EMPLOYEES SCHEME Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

703 PIOD0001 POLMED (IOD CLAIMS) Medscheme

407 ICPS0020 IMPROVED CLINICAL PATHWAY SERVICES Improved Clinical Pathway Services

836 AAWM0001 AFRICAN AND WORLDWIDE MEDICAL ASSIS-
TANCE SERVICES (PTY) LTD Africa Assist

067 NPMS0000 NETCARE MEDICAL SCHEME Discovery Health Administrators

056 BKAJ0000 BP SOUTHERN AFRICA MEDICAL AID SOCIETY Momentum Health Solutions
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ACTIVATION CODE ROUTING ID SCHEME NAME LEGAL NAME

240 MSSW0000 SWAZIMED PRIVATE HEALTH ADMINISTRATORS (PTY) LTD

018 HHSE0001 HARMONY HEALTH SERVICES Afrocentric

081 BPOM0002 BOTSWANA PUBLIC OFFICERS MED AID SCHEME 
(BPOMAS) Affiliated Fund Administrators Botswana

084 PULA0002 PULAMED Affiliated Fund Administrators Botswana

214 NHGR0001 NATIONAL HEALTH GROUP National Health Group

523 THHM0000 HOSMED MEDICAL AID SCHEME Medscheme

769 TBEN0001 THEBEMED MEDICAL SCHEME Momentum Thebe Ya Bopelo (TYB)

254 CARE0009 CAREWORKS Careworks

837 FEMM0003 FEMA MEDICAL SCHEME FEMA

359 PLIF0001 PROSPRITY LIFE Prosperity Health Namibia

269 BKAI0000 ENGEN MEDICAL BENEFIT FUND Discovery Health Administrators

401 OMHP0001 UNIVERSAL HEALTH AND ACCIDENT PLAN Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

421 HSMS0001 HEALTH SQUARED MEDICAL SCHEME Agility

079 CAAA0000 CAMAF Chartered Accountants Medical Aid Fund 
(CAMAF)

389 CFDA0001 CENTRE FOR DIABETES AND ENDOCRINOLOGY 
(CDE) Medikredit

535 MHLE0001 METROPOLITAN HEALTH LESOTHO Momentum: HDS Medical Management

542 MEDI0034 MEDIBUCKS EDCON Medibucks Administrator

543 MSAC0001 MEDIBUCKS SAVINGS ACCOUNT Medibucks Administrator

552 WTOW0001 WATCH TOWER Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

562 MSOC0001 MEDICAL SOCIETY Affinity Financial Services (Pty) Ltd

570 DTIO0001 DEBT TEC IOD Debt Tec

571 BHPL0001 BOTSOGO HEALTH PLAN Momentum: HDS Medical Management

540 MESW0003 MEDSCHEME ESWATINI MSO

626 PLPP0001 PROSPERITY LIFE PRIMARY PROTECTOR Prosperity Health Namibia

627 PLAP0002 PROSPERITY LIFE ACCIDENT PROTECTOR Prosperity Health Namibia

628 MMED0040 MIDI MEDICAL MIDI Medical Group

631 SHEM0002 SHEMHEALTH Pan African Managed Care (Pty) Ltd

632 RWPL0001 REEBOKRANT WORKERS TRUST Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

650 PEPL0002 PEPKOR EXECUTIVE PLAN OPTION (EEBS) National Health Group

418 MHEA0011 MEDICALL HEALTH Medicall Healthcare Network Providers

012 OMOL0000 OLD MUTUAL STAFF MEDICAL AID SCHEME Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

683 EESS0002 EEB ESSENTIAL National Health Group

695 ECOM0004 EEB COMBINED National Health Group

700 DRUM0001 DRUMMED Pan African Managed Care (Pty) Ltd

776 EEBE0001 ESSENTIAL EMPLOYEE BENEFITS (EEBS) National Health Group

489 FAAW0001 FOOD WORKERS MEDICAL BENEFIT FUND Food Workers Medical Benefit Fund
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ACTIVATION CODE ROUTING ID SCHEME NAME LEGAL NAME

873 ECOR0001 ESSENTIALMED CORPORATE AFROCENTRIC

898 MEMS0004 MASSMART EMS Universal Healthcare Administrators (Pty) Ltd.

250 OMDP0000 MEDIPOS MEDICAL SCHEME Afrocentric

958 RWEL0001 SMOLLAN HEALTH REJUVE WELLNEES

312 NVPL0001 NETCAREPLUS VOUCHER NetcarePlus Administrators

617 MDOH0003 MEDICLINIC DOH WESTERN CAPE Medscheme

687 DCWC0015 DOH COVID 19 MHG NETCARE Metropolitan Health Group

040 DHDW0002 DISCOVERY HEALTH DOH WESTERN CAPE Discovery Health Administrators

055 OHES0001 ORACLE HEALTH ESWATINI MSO

175 MSOI0000 SASOLMED MEDICAL SCHEME Momentum Health Solutions



Dear Radiology Service Provider and Administrative Staff

MRI and CT Scans – A Different Approach

Thank you for partnering with us to improve our interactions with you and reduce the cumbersome non value 
adding steps in our processes.  

You will no longer need to call us for an authorisation for MRI and CT scans. 

With immediate effect you will no longer need to call us for authorisation for MRI and CT scans. 
This is applicable to all Medscheme administered South African schemes except GEMS, HOSMED and SAM-
WUMED. 

The authorisation request will be managed through the claims quote functionality, enabled by your switch. 

The benefit check functionality is current functionality that has either been integrated into your practice man-
agement software or is available via a web service. Please confirm with your relevant switch which functionality 
you have.  

We have integrated the clinical criteria required to approve the request for an MRI or CT scan into the current 
benefit check functionality resulting in a real time response back you indicating; 

 - Status of request – approve or decline 
 - Reasons for decline 
 - Benefit amount to be reimbursed (what the scheme would pay)
 - Member liability (co-payments / short falls due to benefit depletion)
 - Referral number to be used as authorisation number on claim 

The following mandatory information will be required to complete the benefit check;

 - Membership information 
 - Procedures to be performed 
 - Referring provider practice number 
 - ICD-10 codes of referring provider 

The consumable / surgical items do not need to be submitted at the time of the quote as these items pay from 
the same benefit as the procedure being performed and will only be required at time of claim submission.  
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Dear Radiology Service Provider and Administrative Staff 

 
MRI and CT Scans – A Different Approach 
 
Thank you for partnering with us to improve our interactions with you and reduce the cumbersome non value 
adding steps in our processes.   
 

You will no longer need to call us for an authorisation for MRI and CT scans.  
 
With immediate effect you will no longer need to call us for authorisation for MRI and CT scans.  
This is applicable to all Medscheme administered South African schemes except GEMS, HOSMED and 
SAMWUMED.  
 

The authorisation request will be managed through the claims quote functionality, enabled by 
your switch.  
 
The benefit check functionality is current functionality that has either been integrated into your practice 
management software or is available via a web service. Please confirm with your relevant switch which 
functionality you have.   
 
We have integrated the clinical criteria required to approve the request for an MRI or CT scan into the current 
benefit check functionality resulting in a real time response back you indicating;  
 

! Status of request – approve or decline  
! Reasons for decline  
! Benefit amount to be reimbursed (what the scheme would pay) 
! Member liability (co-payments / short falls due to benefit depletion) 
! Referral number to be used as authorisation number on claim  
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MRI and CT scans that will continue to require authorisation;

 - Services requiring additional information  
  - MRI Breast 
  - CT Cardiac Angiography
  - Oncology related scans
  - Organ transplant related scans 
 - Request for administration of anaesthetic during an MRI or CT whether in hospital or in radiology unit.

 - Where the request for a CT or MRI is not from a specialist or accredited trauma GP.
  - This excludes the below listed scans that maybe requested by a GP;
   - CT Sinuses 
   - CT Renal tract 
   - CT Brain for suspected stroke  

 - All other specialised and interventional radiology 

Troubleshooting;

The below table illustrates the reasons why the funding of a MRI or CT scan may been declined or not funded;

Decline 
Code Reason Possible resolution 

8548 Specialist referral is required

Ensure the referring provider practice number for 
that patient is captured correctly. 

Do not default referring provider practice numbers.

Refer to “MRI and CT scans that will continue to 
require authorisation” above for more detail.

24 Service not covered

The scheme does not cover the scan requested; 
 •  Patient is outpatient and plan only covers inpatient 

scans 
 •  Option only covers PMB level of care scans and 

scan requested is not PMB level of care 
 • Scheme does not cover requested scan 

If patient is in hospital ensure the hospital 
authorisation has been loaded

8468 Authorisation required 

The requested MRI or CT scan has to be authorised.

Refer to “MRI and CT scans that will continue to 
require authorisation” above for more detail. 

Request authorisation via the web. 

514 Benefit exceeded The member will be liable for the payment of the 
service.

8600 No benefit for service rendered 

The scheme does not cover the scan requested; 
 •  Patient is outpatient and plan only covers inpatient 

scans 
 •  Option only covers PMB level of care scans and 

scan requested is not PMB level of care 
 • Scheme does not cover the request scan 

If patient is in hospital ensure the hospital 
authorisation has been loaded.  
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If the above does not address the reason why the MRI / CT scan is not funded or you have questions related to 
the pilot; please send us an email to Radiologypilot@medscheme.co.za with the following details; 

 -Referral Number 
 -Membership number 
 -Practice Number
 -Date of Service 

Frequently asked questions; 

 1. How long is a claims quote valid for? 
  The claims quote is valid for 48 hours (2 calendar days). 

  2. Does the claims quote book benefits? 
 No, the claims quote does not book benefits and is not a guarantee of payment. 

 3. How will prescribed minimum benefits be determined? 
  The diagnosis and treatment combination will be used to determine PMB level of care. It is imperative that the 

correct codes are submitted. The payment of the claim will be driven by the actual diagnosis on the claim and 
it is vital that the claims quote does not depict a PMB diagnosis that post the scan cannot confirm. 

Looking forward to a successful partnership.

Warm Regards,

Medscheme Hospital Benefit Management

PRIVACY OF INFORMATION CAUTION

This document is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and contains 
information that is private and confidential. If the reader of this document is not the intended recipient, or 
the employee or agent responsible for delivering the document to the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this document will be unauthorised and strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this document in error, please notify us immediately by telephone, and 
thereafter; (i) return the original document to us at the address of the sender at our cost; (ii) delete the 
document and any copies thereof and confirm in writing that you have done so.



A DIFFERENT APPROACH FOR RADIOLOGY SERVICE PROVIDERS
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With immediate effect for all Medscheme 

administered South African schemes except GEMS, 

HOSMED and SAMWUMED, you will no longer need 

to call Medscheme for authorisation for MRI and CT 

scans.

The authorisation request will be managed through 

the Benefit check quote functionality, enabled by 

MediSwitch, which has either been integrated into 

your practice management software or is available via 

WEBDesk. 

Medscheme has integrated the clinical criteria 

required to approve the request for an MRI or CT scan 

into the current benefit check functionality resulting in 

a real-time response back indicating the following:

• Status of request – approve or decline. 

• Reasons for decline.

•  Benefit amount to be reimbursed (what the 

scheme would pay).

•  Member liability (co-payments / shortfalls due to 

benefit depletion).

•  Referral number to be used as authorisation 

number on the claim. 

The following mandatory information is required to 

complete the benefit check:

• Membership information.

• Procedures to be performed. 

• Referring provider practice number. 

• ICD-10 codes of referring provider. 

The consumable/surgical items do not need to be 

submitted at the time of the quote as these items 

pay from the same benefit as the procedure being 

performed and will only be required at the time of 

claim submission. 

MRI and CT scans that will continue to require 

authorisation.

 - Services requiring additional information. 

 - MRI Breast. 

 - CT Cardiac Angiography.

 - Oncology related scans.

 - Organ transplant-related scans. 

•  Request for the administration of anaesthetic 

during an MRI or CT whether in the hospital or 

radiology unit.

•  Where the request for a CT or MRI is not from a 

specialist or accredited trauma GP.

 -  This excludes the below-listed scans that may 

be requested by a GP.

 - CT Sinuses. 

 - CT Renal tract. 

 - CT Brain for suspected stroke. 

• All other specialized and interventional radiology 

This article was written by Medscheme Hospital 

Benefit Management. Should you have any queries, 

please contact Radiologypilot@medscheme.co.za
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COVID-19 VACCINATION ROLL-OUT PLAN
INFORMATION FOR FUNDERS

            Phased Rollout

1 Frontline healthcare workers – Target February.

2 Essential Workers; Congregate settings (eg Hospice); 

3  Over 60s’; Over 18s’ with co-morbidities. Rest of the 

population.

            Providers
All providers will be contracted by the state with 

proven cold chain. Procurement will only be from 

government.

            Funding
Medical schemes will pay both doses from PMB 

benefit for their insured even if they are the healthcare 

workers covered under Phase 1.

            Registration 
Everyone receiving the vaccine will register on the 

Electronic Vaccine Data System (EVDS), including 

private sector providers.

EVDS will control Track & Trace and provide a 

vaccination certificate on completion.

            Reimbursement
Single Exit Price (SEP) still to be finalised. Administration 

fee of between R50 and R60. Dispensing fee based on 

SEP of vaccine.

            Claiming
Providers, both public and private, will claim from 

medical schemes directly for their insured members 

that have received the vaccine.

SOURCES: Business4SA; Timeslive; Business Insider; DOH
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HELP CELEBRATE ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES 
THROUGH COLOUR, CREATIVITY & COLLABORATION
This competition continues from the MediSwitch platform and is now open to all Altron HealthTech customers. 

“TIME TO WIN BIG!”
Enter your masterpiece into our Endless Possibilities Competition and stand a chance to win amazing prizes.

All entries will be judged, and a 1st, 2nd and 3rd prize will be drawn comprising of Woolworths gift vouchers to 

the value of R1000, R750 and R500 respectively. The grand prize winner to be announced in May 2021, will walk 

away with a new Apple iPhone X!

So take a break, enjoy colouring in and stand a chance to win big!

HOW TO ENTER?

Simply take a picture or scan your masterpiece and email it to HealthTech.Info@altron.com.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

• The judges decision is final.

• The competition is open to any Altron HealthTech customer and their employees. 

• Entry in the competition can be scanned or a cell phone captured photograph which 

 needs to be sent to  HealthTech.Info@altron.com.

• The winners of this round will be announced in the next newsletter. 

• Completed entries must reach Altron HealthTech by 30 April 2021.

• You may submit as many entries as you wish. Good luck!



Congratulations to our previous  

COMPETITION WINNERS!
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FIRST PLACE 
Cherne Vaughan
R1000 Woolworths voucher

THIRD PLACE  
Vanessa Naicker
R500 Woolworths voucher

SECOND PLACE  
Karmen Dedekind
R750 Woolworths voucher
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Bronwen English, the winner of our 
Novembert competition with her 
Woolworths voucher



Your Full Name:  Practice Number:


